
 

 

Expeditionary Project Narrative  
 
‘Where is home?’ 
 
In Summer Term, the Year 2 Crew Project will be ‘How Important is Home?’ 
 
We will have to answer the essential question: 
 
EQ: How Important is a Home?  
 
The Learning Targets for this project are:  
 
• I can explain which habitats are best suited to which animals 
• I can demonstrate what a lifecycle is using examples 
• I can define what a mini beast is and give examples  
• I can define and give examples of what a microhabitat is  
• I can explain why pollinators are important  
• I can increase biodiversity by designing a bug house 
• I can identify a range of wildflowers by using a key  
 
Case Study 1: 
We will start this project by discussing the question ‘What is a home?’ and 
think of a variety of examples of where we can live such as houses, 
bungalows, tents and caravans. We then focus in more detail on homes not 
made by humans such as a: nest, shell, burrow, lair, den, dray, web, anthill, 
sett, cocoon, and hive. Further to this, we will explore homes we build but do not 
live in such as: aquariums, coops, hutches and stables.  
 
Case Study 2: 
In case study 2, we look at animal habitats. This builds on from work in our 
previous project, however in this project we focus specifically on mini beasts 
and microhabitats. Children look at a range of microhabitats, identifying the 
specific qualities, characteristics and attributes of each. They will need to define 
what a microhabitat is, giving examples from their findings. Children will be able 
to conclude that a microhabitat is a habitat which is small and which differs in 
character from some surrounding more extensive habitat. Examples could be; 
under logs, in long grass and in cracks or holes.  
 
Case Study 3:  
Having identified some microhabitats, children will begin to learn which mini 
beasts inhabit them. First they will identify minibeasts and discuss the question 
‘What is a minibeast?’ Children will learn that Minibeasts are invertebrates – 
they are creatures without backbones. Examples they might consider are 
spiders, beetles, snails, worms, centipedes or any of the 25,000 different types of 



 

 

invertebrate living in the UK - 20,000 of which are types of insect. At the end of 
this case study, children will be familiar with minibeasts and which habitats they 
inhabit.  
 
Case Study 4:  
In case study 4, we look at the life cycle of butterflies and plants in the form of 
action research as we will have caterpillars in class and be propagating plants. 
Children will gain a good understanding and deep knowledge of the processes, 
reinforced heavily by direct involvement, first-hand observations and 
experiences.  
 
Case Study 5: 
Combining their knowledge from the previous case studies, children will 
understand what it takes to make a home for animals living in our local area as 
well as what food and conditions they require. Using this knowledge, children 
will create a bug house to be placed in a suitable location to attract their selected 
minibeasts. 
 
Case Study 6: 
In case study 6, children will consider the questions ‘What are pollinators?’ and 
‘Are bees important?’. Focusing on bees, children will look at what job they do 
and how important that is. Having studied bees, children will be able to answer 
the questions posed, concluding that pollinators transport pollen which allows 
plants produce nuts and fruits that are essential components of a healthy diet - 
linking to our previous project.  
 
Case Study 7:  
Having discovered the importance of pollinators, we will look at how they can 
improve their local environment to cater for them. We look to identify a range of 
local wildflowers and then sow some more in the currently bare areas around 
the school site. This will be a small-scale legacy activity with a positive impact to 
local wildlife. This will pave the way for the final legacy outcome and endpoint of 
the project, detailed below.  
 
The Presentation of Learning: Legacy outcome: 
We will create a living roof to go on top of the school bike shed. This large area is 
completely bare and covered in polycarbonate. However it holds the potential to 
become a living roof, providing several square meters of pollinator friendly 
plants and increasing biodiversity.  
 
 
English across the curriculum: Anchor text: 
Our main anchor texts will be Grandad’s Island and Bog Baby. 
 



 

 

The Flower is heavily linked to our legacy outcome. In the story Brigg 
discovers a book in the library labelled Do Not Read  and he cannot resist 
taking it home. In it, he discovers pictures of bright, vibrant objects called 
flowers. He cannot find flowers anywhere in the city, but stumbles instead on 
a packet of seeds. This sets off a chain of events which brings about 
unexpected results, continuing to grow and bloom even after we have turned 
the last page. 


